analog & digital time

For 2 Players or 2 Teams

Directions:
Use the 12 markers and the 30 time cards.
Place time cards with the clock face side up into a draw pile.
Each player takes 6 markers of one color.
Take turns picking the top time card and telling the time aloud.
Turn the time card over to see if you are right.
If you are right, place one of your markers on the matching digital time square on the board. You may place additional markers on the board on any empty time space that now occurs between 2 of your markers. You may also remove (and return) your opponent's markers that are on squares located between 2 of your markers and replace them with your markers.
If you are wrong, it is the next player's turn. Do not place a marker.

Be the first player to line up 4 markers in a row in any direction and win!
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